Abstract

This document specifies requirements for a generic route-tracing application. It also specifies requirements for a protocol that will support that application. Network operators will use the generic route-tracing application to verify proper operation of the IP forwarding plane. They will also use the application to discover details regarding tunnels that support IP forwarding.

The generic route-tracing application, specified herein, supports a superset of the functionality that "traceroute" currently offers. Like traceroute, the generic route-tracing application can discover the forwarding path between two interfaces that are contained by an IP network. Unlike traceroute, this application can reveal details regarding tunnels that support the IP forwarding path.

1. Introduction

IP networks utilize several tunneling technologies. Although these tunneling technologies provide operators with many useful features, they also present management challenges. Network operators require a generic route-tracing application that they can use to verify the correct operation of the IP forwarding plane. The generic route-tracing application must be capable of detecting tunnels and revealing tunnel details. The application also must be useful in diagnosing tunnel faults.
Implementors also require a new protocol that will support the
generic-route tracing application. This document specifies
requirements for that protocol. It specifies requirements,
primarily, by detailing the desired capabilities of the generic
route-tracing application. A particular version of generic
route-tracing application may implement some subset of the desired
capabilities. It may also implement a superset of those
capabilities. However, protocol designers are not required to
consider the additional capabilities when designing the new protocol.

This document also specifies a few protocol requirements, stated as
such. These requirements are driven by desired characteristics of
the generic route-tracing application. Whenever a protocol
requirement is stated, it is mapped to the desired characteristic of
the route-tracing application.

2. Review of Existing Functionality

Currently, network operators use "traceroute" to trace through the
forwarding path of an IP network. Section 3.4 of [RFC-2151] provides
a thorough description of traceroute. Although traceroute is very
reliable and very widely deployed, it is deficient with regard to
tunnel tracing.

Depending upon tunnel type, traceroute may display an entire tunnel
as a single IP hop, or it may display the tunnel as a collection of
IP hops, without indicating that they are part of a tunnel.

For example, assume that engineers deploy an IP tunnel in an IP
network. Assume also that they configure the tunnel so that the
ingress router does not copy the TTL value from the inner IP header
to outer IP header. Instead, the ingress router always sets the
outer TTL value to its maximum permitted value. When engineers trace
through the network, traceroute will always display the tunnel as a
single IP hop, hiding all components except the egress interface.

Now assume that engineers deploy an MPLS LSP in an IP network.
Assume also that engineers configure the MPLS LSP so that the ingress
router propagates the TTL value from the IP header to the MPLS
header. When engineers trace through the network, traceroute will
display the LSP as a series of IP hops, without indicating that they
are part of a tunnel.
3.  Application Requirements

Network operators require a new route-tracing application.  The new application must support all functionality that traceroute currently offers.  It also must provide enhanced tunnel tracing capabilities.

The following list provides specific requirements for the new route-tracing application:

1) Support the notion of a security token as part of the tunnel trace request.  The security token identifies the tracer’s privileges in tracing tunnels.  Network elements will use this security token to determine whether or not to return the requested information to the tracer.  In particular, appropriate privileges are required for items (2), (3), (6), (8), (10), (13), and (14).

   Justification: Operators may need to discover network forwarding details, while concealing those details from unauthorized parties.

2) Support in-line traces.  An in-line trace reveals the path between the host upon which the route-tracing application executes and any interface in an IP network.

   Justification: Operators need to discover how the network would forward a datagram between any two IP interfaces.

3) Support third-party traces.  A third-party trace reveals the path between any two points in an IP network.  The application that initiates a third-party trace need not execute upon a host or router that is part of the traced path.  Unlike existing solutions [RFC-2151] [RFC-2925], the application will not rely upon IP options or require access to the SNMP agent in order to support third-party traces.

   Justification: Operators need to discover how the network would forward a datagram between any two IP interfaces.

4) Support partial traces through broken paths or tunnels.

   Justification: Operators need to identify the root cause of forwarding plane failures.

5) When tracing through a tunnel, either as part of an in-line trace or a third-party trace, display the tunnel either as a single IP hop or in detail.  The user’s request determines how the application displays tunnels, subject to the user having permission to do this.
Justification: As they discover IP forwarding details, operators may need to reveal or mask tunneling details.

6) When displaying a tunnel in detail, include the tunnel type (e.g., GRE, MPLS), the tunnel name (if applicable), the tunnel identifier (if applicable) and tunnel endpoint addresses. Also, include tunnel components and round trip delay across each component.

Justification: As they discover IP forwarding details, operators may need to reveal tunneling details.

7) Support the following tunneling technologies: GRE, MPLS, IPSEC, GMPLS, IP-in-IP, L2TP. Be easily extensible to support new tunnel technologies.

Justification: Operators will use the generic route-tracing application to discover how an IP network forwards datagrams. As many tunnel types may support the IP network, the generic route-tracing application must detect and reveal details concerning multiple tunnel types.

8) Trace through nested, heterogeneous tunnels (e.g., IP-in-IP over MPLS).

Justification: Operators will use the generic route-tracing application to discover how an IP network forwards datagrams. As nested, heterogeneous tunnels may support the IP network, the generic route-tracing application must detect and reveal details concerning nested, heterogeneous tunnels.

9) At the users request, trace through the forwarding plane, the control plane or both.

Justification: Operators need to identify the root cause of forwarding plane failures. Control plane information is sometimes useful in determining the cause of forwarding plane failure.

10) Support control plane tracing for all tunnel types. When tracing through the control plane, the hop ingress device reports hop details. The hop ingress device is the device that originates the hop.

Justification: Control plane information is available regarding all tunnel types.
11) Support tracing through forwarding plane for all tunnel types that implement TTL decrement (or some similar mechanism). When tracing through the forwarding plane, the hop egress device reports hop details. The hop egress device is the device that terminates the hop.

Justification: Forwarding plane information may not be available for tunnels that do not support TTL decrement.

12) Support tracing through the forwarding plane for all tunnel types that implement TTL decrement, regardless of whether the tunnel engages in TTL propagation. (That is, support tunnel tracing regardless of whether the TTL value is copied from an inner header to an outer header at tunnel ingress.)

Justification: Forwarding plane information is always available, regardless of whether the tunnel engages in TTL propagation.

13) When tracing through the control plane, display the MTU associated with each interface that forwards datagrams through the traced path.

Justification: MTU information is sometimes useful in identifying the root cause of forwarding and control plane failures.

14) When tracing through the forwarding plane, display the MTU associated with each interface that receives datagrams along the traced path.

Justification: MTU information is sometimes useful in identifying the root cause of forwarding and control plane failures.

15) Support partial traces through paths containing devices that do not provide protocol support for generic route tracing. When the application encounters such a device, it should inform the user and attempt to discover details regarding the next interface downstream.

Justification: The application must provide useful information even if the supporting protocol is not universally deployed.

4. Protocol Requirements

Implementors require a new protocol that supports the generic route-tracing application. This protocol reveals the path between two points in an IP network. When access policy permits, the protocol also reveals tunnel details.
4.1. Information Requirements

The protocol consists of probes and probe responses. Each probe elicits exactly one response. Each response represents a hop that contributes to the path between two interfaces. A hop can be either a top-level IP hop or lower-level hop that is contained by a tunnel.

Justification: Because the generic route-tracing application must trace through broken paths, the required protocol must use a separate response message to deliver details regarding each hop. The protocol must use a separate probe to elicit each response because the alternative approach, using the single probe with the IP Router Alert Option, is unacceptable. Many networks forward datagrams that specify IP options differently than they would forward datagrams that do not specify IP options. Therefore, the introduction of IP options would cause the application to trace a forwarding path other than the path that its user intended to trace.

4.2. Transport Layer Requirements

UDP should carry all protocol messages to their destinations. Other transport mechanisms may be considered when protocol details are specified.

Justification: Because the probe/response scheme described above is stateless, a stateless transport is required. Candidate transports included UDP over IP, IP and ICMP. ICMP was disqualified because carrying MPLS information in an ICMP datagram would constitute a layer violation. IP was disqualified in order to conserve protocol identifiers.

4.3. Stateless Protocol

The protocol must be stateless. That is, nodes should not have to maintain state between successive traceroute messages.

Justification: Statelessness is required to support scaling and to prevent denial of service attacks.

4.4. Routing Requirements

The device that hosts the route-tracing application must maintain an IP route to the ingress of the traced path. It must also maintain an IP route to the ingress of each tunnel for which it is requesting tunnel details. The device that hosts the tunnel tracing application need not maintain a route to any other device that supports the traced path.
All of the devices to which the route-tracing application must maintain a route must maintain a route back to the route-tracing application.

In order for the protocol to provide tunnel details, all devices contained by a tunnel must maintain an IP route to the tunnel ingress.

Justification: The protocol must be sufficiently robust to operate when tunnel interior devices do not maintain a route back to the device that hosts the route tracing application.

5. Security Considerations

A configurable access control policy determines the degree to which features described herein are delivered. The access control policy requires user identification and authorization.

The new protocol must not introduce security holes nor consume excessive resources (e.g., CPU, bandwidth). It also must not be exploitable by those launching DoS attacks or replaying messages.
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